
ITCS 4120 Project 1-4 - 2D Transformations/Editing Fall 2009

Due Wed, Oct. 21, 2009

This project will extend your existing drawing application to support affine transformations and some object
editing operations. You will continue to support all objects in in a world coordinate system. Transformations
on objects will be performed using a 3×3 homogeneous matrices. Scale and rotation will be performed about
the center of the object (center of the bounding box containing the object). Note that transformations
are performed by your application, not by OpenGL.

More specifically, you will implement the following:

1. Translation: You should be able to pick an object (by vertex is sufficient) and drag the object,
continuously applying the translation to its vertices, using the difference between current and previous
mouse position to determine the translation. The object’s new position is saved in world coordinates
at the end of the transformation

2. Rotation, Scale: Both of these will be performed about a point close to the object (say, its center).
This will involve computing an aggregate transform about an arbitrary point. You may use a simple
mouse-based interface to rotate by a fixed amount, when a mouse button is clicked. You must support
both positve and negative rotations. For scaling, you can specify a bounding box. The differences in
the width and height of the current and new bounding boxes will determine the scale factors in X and
Y, respectively. Modified object is saved in world coordinates.

3. Matrix Representation: Develop a small matrix class that will perform matrix-matrix and matrix-
vector products to support all 3 transformations. This will also be used by the device to world and
world to device transformations.

4. Object Deletion: You should be able to delete a picked object. Objects deleted are permanently
removed from the model.

5. Save/Restore: You should be able to save your object model to a disk file and load it back. Note
that the current world coordinate system should also be saved. Restore will load the model back.
Use dialog widgets to specify file names, and a simple text format for describing the objects and their
geometry.

All parts of the drawing application from earlier projects should be fully functional.

General Requirements

• Implementation in C++ or Java.

• Extend the pull down menus to support the new transformation/editing operations.

• All drawing must be done using OpenGL, with mouse or keyboard interaction.

• Documentation: Your program must be well documented - all functions must have some documen-
tation.

• Evaluation: An interactive demo of the project by the due date in Woodward 335. Also turn in
hardcopies of your sources.
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